The London College of Communication Library has a zine collection. Visit www.arts.ac.uk/library and navigate to Collections & Archives-London College of Communication to check the Zine Collection information.

The contemporary zines cover many subjects including art, politics, gender and sexuality, and are in a variety of styles and formats.

The collection also has over 200 punk, music and politics fanzines dating from the 1970s onwards.
LCC Library Zine Collection

You can find us on Facebook at:

https://www.facebook.com/LCCLibraryZineCollection

Access Arrangements

For further information about accessing the collection, or donating zines to it, contact libraryspeccolls@lcc.arts.ac.uk

Blame it on the Computer 2 ed. by Chloe White

John Marr Zine 3 by Dan Taylor

Vague: Tales from the Blank Generation issue 12 by Tom Vague